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Intellligent Workforce Automation for  your organization!

Reduced time spent on paperwork and administrative tasks, enabling

faster service provision, yielding increased applicant to enrollment

conversion rates.  The team was able to focus on what matters, the

people!

Benefits One

 ATLAS audit interface module significantly improved efficiency,

productivity, when conducting internal, external - third party and

statewide audits.  From quick sample size spin ups, drag and drop

records, corrections, communication with auditors and forecast

projections the team performed these critical functions with ease.

Benefits Two

ATLAS enhanced customer engagement, increased performance,

streamlined processes by using text messaging, SMS & MMS feature. 

Overall reduced operational costs by digitizing forms, implementing

electronic document storage system and automating WIOA post-exit

follow-up requirements. 

Benefits Three

Before ATLAS, Workforce Development Mohave La Paz counties

experienced difficulty in providing direct referrals and tracking client

progress within the workforce development ecosystem.  Coordination with

core partners and community organizations, especially for individuals

facing high barriers. They relied on Excel spreadsheets and multiple

systems to track services and outcomes.  Post-COVID challenges of

maintaining service provision without lowering quality or efficiency existed.

CHALLENGES

 Key needs identified were deployment of a paperless WIOA intake and

application process, electronic filing system, customized branding, referral

portability for AJC’s partners, business services portal and text messaging

capabilities - all within less than 6 months.  ATLAS addressed these

challenges by offering seamless service coordination, customizable reporting,

and real-time information access, enhancing their ability to serve individuals

with diverse needs effectively.
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 “ As of December 2022, our local area has gone live

with the paperless filing system, meeting our goal

from the previous year. The value it brings to our

staff and participants is unmatched.  As workforce

development needs evolve, adopting technology

like ATLAS becomes essential. It's not just about

improving processes; it's about serving individuals

better, faster, and with greater impact. With ATLAS,

Mohave La Paz is not just adapting; it's thriving.  

Mohave La Paz Workforce Development Area highly

recommends ATLAS to other organizations for its

seamless integration, efficiency gains, and ability to

enhance service delivery in diverse communities."

Sara Ungaro 

WIOA Program Coordinator

Stay Connected 

jody@ctsfla.com

AT A GLANCE

25 HRS
Efficiencies Realized staff

20 hours per week.

Mohave La Paz Workforce Development Area highly

recommends ATLAS to other organizations for its

seamless integration, efficiency gains, and ability to

enhance service delivery in diverse communities.

$2,500 
monthly cost savings

including staff travel


